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Abstract Obstacle detection and warning can improve the
mobility as well as the safety of visually impaired peo-
ple specially in unfamiliar environments. For this, firstly,
obstacles are detected and localized and then the informa-
tion of the obstacles will be sent to the visually impaired
people by using different modalities such as voice, tactile,
vibration. In this paper, we present an assistive system for
visually impaired people based on the matrix of electrode
and a mobile Kinect. This system consists of two main com-
ponents: environment information acquisition and analysis
and information representation. The first component aims
at capturing the environment by using a mobile Kinect and
analyzing it in order to detect the predefined obstacles for
visually impaired people, while the second component tries
to represent obstacle’s information under the form of elec-
trode matrix.
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1 Introduction

Travel activity, even a simple one, consists a long list of travel
subtasks. There are two main categories of the subtasks in
travel activity that are mobility and environmental access
[5]. Mobility itself can be divided in obstacle avoidance and
orientation/navigation, while environment access consists of
hazard minimization and information/sign. Most of subtasks
in travel activity are based on the vision information. For this,
sighted people mainly rely on their sense of sight. Visually
impaired are only able to use their sense of sight to a lim-
ited extent or possibly not at all. Therefore, visually impaired
people require support from assistive technology to carry out
different travel activity subtasks. In our work, we focus on
developing assistive technology for obstacle avoidance for
visually impaired people, because it has always been con-
sidered a primary requirement for aided mobility. Obstacle
avoidance technology needs to address two issues: obsta-
cle detection and obstacle warning. The obstacle detection
means the perception of potentially hazardous objects in the
environment ahead of time, while the latter one concerns
the manner to convey obstacle information to the visually
impaired people. White cane can be considered as the first
obstacle avoidance assistive tool. However, this tool is gener-
ally not used to detect obstacles above knee height. Recently,
the advance in sensor technology makes a number of obsta-
cle avoidance technologies available for visually impaired
people [19]. However, most researches focus on obstacle
detection, obstacle warning is not well studied.

In our previous work, we have proposed an obstacle detec-
tion and warning system based on a low-cost device (Kinect)
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and electrode matrix [6]. We extend our previous work with
three main contributions. Firstly, we improve obstacle detec-
tion method in order to decrease the detection miss by using
plane segmentation on organized point cloud and eliminating
the assumption that obstacles are on the ground. Secondly,
instead of using stimulation signal for obstaclewarning based
on visual substitution as described in [6], we input the obsta-
cle warning by the output of obstacle detection. Finally, we
introduce the new patterns on electrode array for mapping
information of obstacles and perform different experiments
to evaluate the proposed mapping solution.

2 Related works

In the literature, different technologies such as WiFi, RFID,
laser, ultrasound, or camera have been used for aiding blind
people avoiding obstacles in the environment. In this sec-
tion, we present only vision-basedmethods that are relatively
close to our work in this paper. Methods for obstacle detec-
tion and warning could be categorized depending on how the
obstacles are detected and how their information is sent to
the user.

2.1 Vision-based obstacle detection

Obstacle detection is a key problem in computer vision for
navigation. Existing methods could be categorized into two
main approaches. The first approach learns objectmodel then
verifies if a pixel or an image patch satisfies the learnt model.
In [18], a camera captures grayscale images, then pixels are
classified into background or objects based on neural net-
work technique. Then, the pixels belonging to obstacle are
enhanced and the background pixels are removed. Joachim
et al. [11] detects obstacles utilizing a model of human color
vision. Then lens position of the auto-focus stereo camera
was used to measure distance of the object center. In [23], a
method was proposed for appearance-based obstacle detec-
tion. Firstly, color image is filtered, then converted to HSI
color space. Then the color histogram on the candidate area
is computed and compared with reference histogram.

The second approach is based upon a definition of
objectness and detects regions with the highest objectness
measures. In [17], authors developed a method for obstacle
avoidance based on stereo vision and a simplistic ground
plane detection. The obstacle detection relies on the creation
of a virtual polar cumulative grid, which represents the area
of interest ahead of the visually impaired user.

Approaches using conventional RGB camera draw some
inherent limitations such as shadow, occlusion, illumina-
tion sensitivity. The use of stereo camera is expensive and
requires highly precise calibration. Recently, low-cost RGB-
D sensors (e.g., Microsoft Kinect) have been widely used

to complement RGB data with depth, helping to improve
significantly performance of object detection. In [1], a sys-
tem reads data from Kinect and expresses it as 3D point
cloud then the floor plane and the occupancy of the volume
in front of the user are detected. The occupancy represents
an obstacle. In [9], the authors proposed a method combin-
ing depth and color. First, the depth map is denoised using
dilation and erosion morphological operations. Then, least
squares method is applied to approximate ground curves and
to determine the ground height. The obstacles are decided
based on the dramatic change in the depth value. Finally,
object labeling is carried out with region-growing technique.
Color information is used for edge detection and staircase
identification. In [24], Vlaminck et al. presented amethod for
static obstacle detection consisting of four steps: point cloud
registration, plane segmentation, ground and wall detection
and obstacle detection. For plane segmentation, the authors
employ RANSAC in order to estimate plane. They achieved
a state-of-the-art result in obstacle detection using RGB-D
data. However, their system is time consuming because of
normal estimation and plane segmentation using RANSAC
on 3D point cloud takes a lot of time to process. Moreover,
the authors assume that the obstacles are on the ground; that
assumption is not always satisfied.

2.2 Obstacle warning

Once detected, information of obstacles must be conveyed
to the blind. In general, the user could be informed through
auditory and tactile sense.

Audio feedback In [11], obstacle information is sent to
the user using text-to-speech engine and the loudspeaker. In
[25], the vOICe system translates live images into sounds
for the blind person to hear through a stereo headphone. The
position of visual pattern corresponds to the high pitch, while
the brightness is represented by the loudness. In [18], seg-
mented image is divided into left and right parts, transformed
to (stereo) sound that is sent to the user through the head-
phones. In [17], acoustic feedback is in charge of informing
the visually impaired users about the potential obstacles in
their way. However, to avoid blocking the ears, the authors
use audio bone conducting technology which is easy to wear
and ears-free.

Tactile feedback Another approach is to transform obsta-
cle information into a vibrotactile or electrotactile stimula-
tions on different parts of the body. Visually impaired users
are then trained to interpret the information. This approach
allows the hearing sense to be free for the task of precau-
tions or warning dangers. Johnson and Higgins [12] created
a wearable device consisted of vibrator motors, eachmotor is
assigned to detected regional obstacles. The value of the clos-
est object in each region is transformed to vibration applied
on the skin of abdomen. In [14], obstacle information is trans-
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formed to electrical pulses that stimulate the nerves in the
skin via electrodes in the data gloves.

Among all the areas on the skin, tongue is very sensitive
and mobile since it has the most dense number of receptors.
A number of methods conveying electrotactile stimulate on
the tongue have been conducted. The first tongue display
unit (TDU) [27] translates the optical images captured by a
head-mounted camera into electrotactile stimuli that are car-
ried to the tongue by an array of 12 × 12 electrodes via a
ribbon cable. This prototype was then commercialized and
calledBrainport [22]. Tang andBeebe [20] created a two-way
touch system to provide directional guidance for blind trav-
eler. It consists of an electrotactile display of 49 electrodes to
provide directional cues to the blind users. Recently, [26] has
fabricated a matrix of 36 electrodes which sends the electri-
cal impulses to the tongue in order to detect and correct the
posture and stability for balance-impaired people.

From these studies, we find that the assistive systems
for blind people are various and different from obstacle
definition, detection and warning. Kinect sensor has great
advantages than conventional RGB camera. This motivates
us to useKinect sensor for obstacle detection. Instead of com-
bining RGB and depth data, we will explore accelerometer
information for ground plane detection and remove wall and
door planes as possible; thus, false alarms will be reduced.
Concerning obstacle warning, we believe that conveying
electrotactile pulses on the tongue is an efficientway.We con-
tinue our research direction on tongue display unit [14,15]
and build a complete system fromobstacle detection to obsta-
cle warning.

3 Prototype of obstacle detection and warning
for visually impaired people

3.1 Overview

The proposed system is composed of two modules: obstacle
detection and obstacle warning (see Fig. 1). The main aim of
obstacle detection is to determine the presence of interested
obstacles in the scene in front of the users, while the obstacle
warning represents and sends this information to the users.

Fig. 1 System flow chart

The obstacle detection module takes scene information
from a mobile Kinect. In our prototype, the obstacle detec-
tion is running on a laptop mounted on a backpack of the
visually impaired people and mobile Kinect is the Kinect
with battery so that it can be mounted easily on the human
body for collecting data and transferring data to the laptop.
The scene information, in our case, is the color image, depth
image, and accelerometer information provided by Kinect.

Concerning obstacle warning module, we reuse our
tactile–visual substitution system which uses the tongue as
the human–machine interface, gives a warning to the visually
impaired people user to avoid the obstacles on the corridor
way. This system is an embedded system that is equipped
with an electrode matrix, a microprocessor unit (MCU), a
communicationmodule usingRFwave [15]. For thismodule,
we have to encode the obstacle information into the electrode
matrix.

The prototype of our system is shown in Fig. 2. All the
system can be mounted on the human body by backpack
which hold the laptop, RF transmitter, and belt to anchor
the Kinect. Although the current system is quite bulky and
heavy and everything must be mounted on the user body, in
the future, where all those things can be miniaturized and
integrated into a small, wearable device like Google Glass,
this problem can be solved. Especially, with the depth sen-
sor, Microsoft have successful fabricated a device which is
similar to the Kinect’s depth sensor and can be attached to a
normal mobile phone.

In ourwork,we consider indoor environmentwhere obsta-
cles are defined as objects in front, obstructingor endangering
while visually impaired people moving. Specifically, we
focus on detecting moving objects (e.g., people) and static
objects (e.g., trash, plant pots, fire extinguisher). Staircase

Fig. 2 Prototype system mounted on body (top left). Color image of
the scene captured by Kinect (top right). Obstacle detection result in
point cloud (bottom left). Estimated distance of the detected obstacle
(bottom right)
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Fig. 3 Static and moving obstacle detection flowchart

has different characteristics and require another approach for
detection.

In the following, we will describe in detail the obstacle
detection and warning.

3.2 Obstacle detection

With obstacle detection module, we extended the works of
Vlaminck in [24] while the objective and all other assump-
tions are still remained: visually impaired user moving along
the hallway in the indoor environment with mobile Kinect
and the system will detect an obstacle and give a warning
message to the user. For data acquisition, we use mobile
Kinect with a laptop as mentioned in Sect. 3.1. Kinect was
chosen as the receiver sensor because it can provide many
kinds of information such as color data, depth data, audio,
etc. Moreover, depth data is the big advantage of Kinect
because it is robust under lighting condition and can be used
to calculate the distance from the user to obstacle to giv-
ing a warning message. The flowchart of static and moving
obstacle detection is shown in Fig. 3. Concerning moving
obstacle detection, we employ the human detection module
provided by Kinect SDK. This module takes depth image
as an input and provides a list of detected persons. Static
obstacle detection consists of four steps: point cloud regis-
tration, plane segmentation, ground and wall detection and
obstacle detection. As analyzed in Sect. 2, for static obstacle
detection, we improve the work of Vlaminck presented in
[24] in-plane segmentation step and ground and wall detec-

tion. First, for plane segmentation step, we use organized
point cloud with the segmentation algorithm proposed in
[7] instead of using RANSAC as in the work of Vlaminck.
This allows us to perform the plane segmentation faster. Sec-
ond, in [24], the authors base on an assumption that the
obstacles are on the ground; therefore, if the ground plane
is not detected, the obstacle detection process will termi-
nate. Our work tries to detect ground and wall planes in
order to remove that from the point cloud. The obstacle
module still works even no ground plane is detected. In the
following section, we present in detail the static obstacle
detection.

3.2.1 Point cloud registration

Point cloud registration step aims at taking information
(color, depth and accelerometer data) from Kinect to build
a point cloud. With Kinect, the color and depth image are
captured by two different sensors, so they are not aligned.
That means that given a pixel in the color image, we can-
not get corresponding pixel in depth image directly as well
as 3D coordinate. To make a 3D Point Cloud from Kinect
data, with each pixel in both color and depth image, we must
know exactly the location of this pixel in the 3D coordinate
to create an RGB-XYZ point in Point Cloud. To solve that
problem, a lot of work has focused on developing a good
calibration method in order to transform between color coor-
dinate, depth coordinate and real world coordinate such as
Microsoft Kinect SDK, Burrus [8], Tang [21].
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Fig. 4 Coordinate transformation process

In our work, we used Microsoft Kinect SDK to convert
depth coordinate to color coordinate, thenuse parameter from
[8] to convert to 3D coordinates. Given a depth and color
image. For each pixel in the depth image, we can find it is
3D coordinate in meter using the following formula:

P3D.x = (xc − cxc) ∗ depth(xc, yc)/ f xc

P3D.y = (yc − cyc) ∗ depth(xc, yc)/ f yc

P3D.z = depth(xc, yc)

where xc and yc is the pixel coordinate in color image,
cxc, cyc, f xc, f yc is taken from color intrinsic matrix,
depth(xc, yc) is the depth value of pixel. This process is illus-
trated byFig. 4.Because there are a lot of points in point cloud
(about 300.000 points with VGA resolution), so the system
becomes time-consuming and cannot run in the real-time. To
reduce the execution time, point cloud will be down-sampled
using 2 × 2 block. So that the number of points in the cloud
will be reduced by four times.

As mentioned in Sect. 3, our system uses mobile Kinect,
which means Kinect mounted on the body. Therefore, while
the visually impaired are people moving, Kinect may be
shocked and shaking so that the point cloud will be rotated
due the changing of Kinect direction. In our project, we used
accelerometer data provided by Kinect SDK to rotate point
cloud in order to align the ground plane with the xz-plane in
reference system.

The accelerometer data is actually a 3-D vector pointing
in the direction of gravity with coordinate system centered
on the sensor shown in Fig. 5.With the default Kinect config-
uration (horizontal) represented by the (x, y, z, w), the vector
value is (0, −1.0, 0, 0). We use this vector to build rotation
matrix and then apply it into point cloud data in order to
rotate point cloud. Figure 6 shows the output of this stage.

Fig. 5 Kinect coordinate system [3]

Fig. 6 Point cloud rotation using normal vector of ground plane (white
arrow): left before rotating, right after rotating

3.2.2 Plane segmentation

The plane segmentation step is to determine dominant planes
from point cloud. For this step, we propose to use the plane
segmentation method proposed in [7] that allows to segment
point cloud data into multiple planes in real time. The main
advantage of this algorithm is that plane segmentation can
be done very fast using both information in image structure
and point cloud data. For this, the normal vector estimation is
performed by using an integral image. The normal vector of
a single point is calculated by a cross product of two vectors
of four neighbor points: bottom-top and left-right (see Fig.
7a). Based on the normal vector of each single point, first,
two maps of tangential vectors, one for x- and the other for
y-dimension, are computed. Then, planes are detected by
segmentation in normal space (see Fig. 7b). An example of
plane segmentation result of the scene illustrated in Fig. 8a
is shown in Fig. 8b.

3.2.3 Ground and wall detection

After planes have been segmented, ground and wall planes
can be detected easily using some constraints. Because our
point cloud has been rotated to align with ground plane in
the previous step using gravity vector, so the ground plane
must satisfy the following conditions:
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Fig. 7 Normal vector estimation: a normal vector of the center point
is calculated by a cross product of two vectors of four neighbor points
(in red); b normal vector estimation of a scene

Fig. 8 Plane segmentation and ground and wall detection results: a
point cloud; b segmented planes; c detected ground (in blue) and wall
planes (in red)

– The angle between gravity vector and ground plane’s nor-
mal vector is almost 0 degree;

– Ground plane must be large enough. In our case, we
checked the number of points inside a ground plane, if the
number of points is larger than 10,000, then we consider
it is a ground plane candidate;

– Since Kinect is mounted on the human body, distance
between ground plane and Kinect (y-axis coordinates)
must be in a range of 0.8−1.2m.

Wall is considered as perpendicular plane to the ground
plane. So, in order to detect wall planes, we use similar con-
straints with ground plane except that the angle between
gravity vector and wall’s normal vector is almost 90◦ and
we do not need to check distance between wall plane and
the Kinect, because wall plane can appear anywhere in our
scene. After ground and wall have been detected, all remain-
ing pointswill be checked again if they belong to those planes
by using distance to detected plane, this step aims to remove
the missing points in the plane due to the noise in its nor-
mal vector. Then, all the points belonging to ground and wall
planes will be removed. Figure 8c shows an example of the
ground and wall plane detection for the scene Fig. 8a.

Fig. 9 Example of human detection: a color image; b human mask

Fig. 10 Example of detected obstacles: a color image of the scene; b
detected obstacles represented by different colors

3.2.4 Obstacle detection

In this step, we will detect obstacles from the remaining
point cloud. There are two kind of obstacle: human and sta-
tic object.With human detection,Microsoft Kinect SDK also
provided human segmentation data. Kinect can track up to
six person in a camera field-of-view. This data is encoded as
3 lowest bit for each pixel in depth image and represented
index of the person that Kinect has been tracked. Figure 9
shows an example of detected person.

After checking human data in the frame, we remove all
points belonging to the detected human and do clustering
to find remaining obstacles in the scene. This algorithm is
based on the Euclidean distance between neighbor points.
From the initial point (seed), the distance between this point
and its neighbor will be calculated. Then the points whose
distance is smaller than a threshold are kept. This procedure
is repeated until all points are checked in the point cloud.
And using organized point cloud’s structure, the neighbor
points will be chosen directly based on 2D coordinate in the
depth image. This allows to save a lot of time in comparison
with neighbors finding based on the distance between them.
Figure 10 illustrates an example of detected obstacle. For
obstacles lying on the ground, we calculate the distance to
the user to give a warning message.

3.2.5 Obstacle fusion and representation

At this step, all detected obstacles will be checked to give a
final warning message. These obstacles include wall, human
and static objects. Because theremay bemore than one obsta-
cle in a frame, so we need to know which obstacle has to
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Fig. 11 Obstacle position quantization for sending warning message
to visually impaired people

be informed to visually impaired people. For this, among
detected obstacles, we keep the nearest one whose size is
larger than a predefined threshold. Then we quantize the 3D
position into three levels of distance (near, medium and far
range) and three directions (left, front and right) (see Fig. 11).
The encoded information is written in an output file and sent
to warning module.

3.3 Obstacle warning

As presented previously, once obstacles have been detected,
the second task is to send this information on obstacles to the
blind. In our system, the TongueDisplayUnit is used for con-
veying the instructions to the visually impaired users; hence,
they will know how to react accordingly. Several methods
have been used in literature as the means of transferring the
needed information to the users, especially warning signals
[2,4,10]. However, the tongue has been investigated by Paul
Bach-y-Rita in the context of sensory substitution in which
stimulus properties of one sense (e.g., vision) can be con-
verted to stimulation of another sense (e.g., vibrotactile or
electrotactile matrix in contact with different parts of human
body). We proposed to use the tongue since it is the most
sensitive organ of the body with the discrimination threshold
of one or two milimeters (the tongue has approximately a
million nerve fibers) [27]. Based on this idea, the proposed
design of the electrotactile matrix and the representation of
obstacle warning will be described in this section.

3.3.1 Design the matrix of electrode

Most of the electrode arrays have the square or rectangular
shape in which all the pins are arranged into perpendicular
rows and columns. However, the matrix can only be placed
on the inner superior part of the tongue in order for all the pins
to get in contact with the surface. In our design, we propose

Fig. 12 Design of electrode matrix (a) and typical dimension of an
electrode pin: D1 = 0.2mm, D2 = 0.4mm; D3 = 2mm (b)

a round matrix of tactile arrays which better conforms to the
shape of the tongue. Normally, it is easier for humans to per-
ceive according to directions; therefore, we made use of this
feature to arrange electrode pins into 45-degree-difference
diameters as shown in Fig. 12a. This arrangement is com-
posed of 2-mm disc-shaped electrode pins with a via of
0.2mm for connecting to the ground. The distance between
two electrodes is 2.7mm. Figure 12b shows the dimension
of an electrode pin.

3.3.2 Information representation

In our TVSS system, the electrotactile stimulation is respon-
sible for informing the visually impaired users about the
potential obstacles in their way. Based on the signal in the
form of tingles on the tongue, they will obtain information
and warning of environment obstacles and react accordingly.
The electrotactile stimulation is used to generate tactile sen-
sation on the skin site, specifically the tongue surface. A local
electric current is passed through the tongue receptor to stim-
ulate cutaneous afferent nerve fiber. This interface is a good
site for electrotactile display, because it does not block the
ears of visually impaired users.

After receiving the data of obstacle, we will define the
kinds of obstacles into different representation on the elec-
trode matrix. Then, according to the depth information, we
will define the degree of warning by changing the level
of electrical signal. Actually, the local current is delivered
through electrical pulse. A control module is included in the
TVSS system to produce these pulses.

For electrotactile stimulus, positive rectangular pulses are
chosen to deliver in series to the TDU [13]. According to
[16], the pulse period is approximately 100ms and the duty
cycle of each pulse should be 20% for rather good percep-
tion. Since the purpose of informing is in the formofwarning,
we chose the method of increasing regularly the intensity of
electrical stimulation. By doing this, when users come closer
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Fig. 13 The stimulationwaveform is composed of three levels of pulse
groups (bursts) to obtain warning goal. Each burst contains three pulse
with period of 100ms and 20ms of “on-time”

Table 1 Electrotactile stimulation parameters

Symbol Meaning Range Unit

OBP Outer burst period 1200–1400 ms

IBP Inner burst period 400–600 ms

PP Pulse period 100 ms

PW Pulse width 20–50 ms

U0 Lowest voltage level 5–10 V

�U Voltage difference 0.5–3 V

Parameter values are controllable in real time by the control module
program

to obstacles, the alert signal becomes stronger and makes
them respond and take action to avoid objects. In our sce-
nario, three stimulating voltages were defined: the lowest
level, the higher level and highest level. At the lowest level,
users can feel clearly the signal. The higher level start to cre-
ate an uncomfortable feeling and the highest level can cause
a strong sensation. Figure 13 and Table 1 display the wave-
form with three consecutive bursts of pulses. The magnitude
of voltage increases steadily.

3.3.3 Obstacle warning representation

To prove the capability of the system to give warning mes-
sage to the visually impaired individuals, we have to decide
what information needs to be conveyed. Not all the objects
are defined as an obstacle and after the detection step, the
object types or classes and the position of objects need to be
distinguished. As a consequence, the electrical stimulation
can correspond to the warning of object classes. Besides, the
intensity of each stimulation can be leveraged to give the
suitable warning message to instruct the users’ reaction. In
the indoor environment of the experimental part, the object
classes will be divided into two, the stationary (e.g., flower
pot, fire extinguisher or dustbin) and the moving one (e.g.,
human or opening door). The object position in front of the
users consists of three positions—left, front, right and the
warning intensity increases to three levels—near, medium
and far. Table 2 demonstrates the division of warning repre-
sentation.

Table 2 Classification of warning representation

Feature Type

Object classes Stationary Moving

Warning level High Medium Low

Position Left Center Right

According toTable 2, a complete feasibility studywas per-
formed so as to evaluate the sensitivity of the tongue towards
the intensity and electrode position on the tongue as well
as the efficiency of this biofeedback device in warning the
obstacles on the mobility path of the test subjects.

4 Experimental results

4.1 Material setup

Our prototype device is constructed upon off-the-shelf hard-
ware components including a Kinect sensor which captures
the color and depth data, a laptop computer for image
processing, a controlmodule and amatrix of electrodeswhich
is arranged on a round substrate. The Kinect sensor is oper-
ated by a 12-V source of 8×1.5VAA batteries (we removed
the original adapter and replaced it by the battery source);
the control module and the electrode matrix attached to it
are powered by a 3-V battery. The Kinect sensor is mounted
on the user’s belt to record the environment and the matrix
of electrodes is placed inside the mouth and attached to the
control module through the cable. Figure 14 shows the real
prototype of the obstacle detection and warning system.

Fig. 14 Illustration of the warning device. aKinect sensor on user and
b control module and electrodematrix on user. aKinect sensormounted
on the belt worn by a blind student. Video processing is conducted by a
laptop placed on a backpack. bThe tongue electrotactile device worn on
a blind user. The matrix of electrodes is place totally inside the mouth
in contact with the dorsal part of the tongue and is controlled by the
module through cables
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Fig. 15 Testing waveform parameters

The experiments were conducted with 20 young adults
who voluntarily participated. Subjects were recruited at
Grenoble University and Hanoi University of Science and
Technology. Each volunteer was eager to participate and all
provided informed consent to participate. Three main eval-
uations were implemented: waveform evaluation, intensity
evaluation and efficiency evaluation. In each evaluation, all
the subjects must be trained for a couple of minutes and
then give feedback by their recognition or take part in a real
mobility in an indoor environment on one floor.

4.2 Electrical stimulation waveform calibration

In order to have an effective stimulation on the tongue, the
waveformwas calibrated.As a result, different values of elec-
trical pulse parameters were tested with participants. Five
healthy subjects performed this assessment. Their task was
to test with one electrode at the front part of the tongue.
Different values of impulse period and the duty cycle (the
activation duration of the electrode in one impulse) were
applied at 3V and two trials were done with each couple
of period and duty cycle. Figure 15 shows the waveform and
its testing parameters.

The impulse values were first changed in order for several
times and told to the participants. Then the values were gen-
erated randomly and each subject was asked about his/her
perception. The results are shown in Fig. 16. It seems to
give good perception and good speed of recognition at period
T = 100ms and dutycycle = 0.2. In other cases, if the period
is too high, it is too slow for recognition and if the period is
low, it is too fast to distinguish. In case of high duty cycle, the
electrical stimulation is so strong that it caused pain while in
the case of low duty cycle, it is not a clear signal. Giving this
timing parameter, the participants were then required to take
part in the intensity evaluation.

4.3 Electrical stimulation intensity calibration

The TDU is very variable and may be used with any kind
of electrodes, we have designed a particular geometry which
is appropriate for the tongue application. The round shape
can proliferate the convenience and comfort because it fol-
lows the contour of the tongue. This matrix is fabricated on

Fig. 16 Waveform parameters perception

FR4 substrate which is very common for commercial cir-
cuit vendor. Each of the electrode has the diameter of over
2mm and the center–center spacing is 2.34mm. The over-
all dimension is 25mm × 25mm which fits easily on the
tongue. The exposed surface of the electrode is gold-plated
to reduce the harm to user’s health. Although the tongue
electrotactile display has been experimented in many appli-
cations, the perception on the electrical stimulation intensity
has not yet been studied in detailed. Due to the limited size of
the tongue, the electrode diameters must be small and reduce
resistance. Aside from this, the region on the tongue deter-
mines the intensity. We performed a real test on five different
users aging from 25 to 40. The preliminary results show that
the contour of the tongue requires much low power than the
center and rear part is less perceptive than the front part. A
voltage generator produces voltages from 5 to 15V and the
average value is depicted in Fig. 17.

Because the intensity is an important factor for obstacle
warning, this result is considered as the average voltage level
that users can afford. From the obtained average voltages,
the voltage values of different tongue regions are designated
based on the lowest average voltage which is defined as V0
in Fig. 18. They are then written in the control program to
adjust the voltage level automatically for the next tests. The
value of V0 depends on the perception of each participant
and is determined prior to the obstacle warning test.

Fig. 17 Average voltage results measured on different regions of the
tongue
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Fig. 18 Voltage-level calculation

4.4 Validation of obstacle detection module

We evaluate the static obstacle detection method with 200
images captured at two different timeswith visually impaired
people in MICA building. We named them dataset 1 and
dataset 2. Each dataset contains 100 frames including color
image, depth image and accelerometer data. With dataset 1,
the ground plane in depth image has a large area; whereas the
dataset 2 ground only takes a small area, as can be seen in Fig.
19. We compared our method with the method of Vlaminck
et al. [24].

With each dataset, we made two different evaluations:
pixel level and object level. Concerning pixel level, for the
ground-truth, we apply Watershed algorithm on depth image
in order to separate objects from background. The obsta-
cle detection result in point cloud is back projected into 2D
image.

For object level,wedefinemanually obstacles of the scene.
Each obstacle is determined by a rectangle. A detection result
is a true detection if the ratio between the intersection of the

Fig. 19 Example images: a and c are color and depth images in dataset
1; b and d are color and depth images in dataset 2

Fig. 20 Obstacle detection result. From left to right color image,
ground truth, detected obstacles of our method and the method in [24]

detected and the ground-truth rectangles and the union of
these rectangles is larger than 0.5.

We employ three evaluation measures that are precision,
recall and F-measure. Thesemeasures are defined as follows:

Precision = TP

TP + FP
(1)

Recall = TP

TP + FN
(2)

F = 2
Precision ∗ Recall

Precision + Recall
(3)

Figure 20 illustrates some examples of detection while
Table 3 shows the quantitative evaluation. Our algorithm
has a slightly higher F-score than method in [24], its has
lower precision score but higher recall score, especially in
the dataset 2, which has small ground region, the recall is
significantly different between two methods (5.6% higher
in pixel level and 12.4% higher in object level). In over-
all, our method produces less false alarms with a acceptable
rate of true detection. This is because in Vlaminck’s method
[24] using RANSAC algorithm to segment plane and ground
planemust bewell identified in order to rotate the point cloud
based on normal vector of detected ground plane then detect
obstacle. So when the ground plane is wrongly detected or
missed, it tends to consider thewhole ground plane as a obsta-
cle. That is why the precision with pixel level of method [24]
is significantly higher than recall.

Concerning computational time, Fig. 21 shows the detec-
tion time of two methods. We tested both of them in same
configuration of PC (an Intel Core i7-2720QMprocessor and
12GB memory inside) and down-sample rate (2 × 2 block,
which produces 76,800 points in point cloud). Both methods
operate with average speed of 4–5Hz ( 200ms/frame). In our
method, due to plane refinement by calculating distance from
all points to detected plane, it occupied most of time while
in [24] method, the most time-consuming part is plane seg-
mentation using RANSAC. In general, this processing time
is enough to be used in practice.
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Table 3 Obstacle detection results comparison with the method in [24]

Pixel level Object level
P R F P R F

Overall Our 76.9 80 78.4 63.5 73.4 68.1

[24] 81.9 73.7 77.6 61.9 66.9 64.3

Dataset1 Our 68.3 73.6 70.9 51.7 56.2 53.8

[24] 69.9 66.9 68.3 46.8 54.9 50.6

Dataset2 Our 85.6 85.9 85.8 75 92.5 82.8

[24] 94.9 80.3 87 81.8 80.1 81

P Precision (%), R Recall (%), F F-Measure (%)

Fig. 21 Detection time of each step of our method and the method in
[24]

Fig. 22 Average accuracy of eight direction on the tongue

4.5 User perception validation

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed pro-
totype system, a perception experiment was conducted for
users. Based on the design of the electrode matrix and the
idea of stimulation pulses, we used a sequence of electrodes
to represent eight directions. Each direction corresponds to
one radius line and the order of stimulating electrodes is from
center to the edge of the tongue. Five participants took part
in a training session to adapt to the device then they were
asked for randomized directions. Figure 22 shows the aver-
age accuracy of perception calculated on five participants.
The electrical intensity is generated based on the perception
evaluation in Fig. 18.

According to the feedback of users, the edge regions of
the tongue often gives good perception. Besides, the left and
right-front parts of the tongue achieve higher accuracy than
the rear parts. As a result, the obstaclewarning representation
is suitable for users.

Fig. 23 Electrotactile representation of stationary andmovingobstacle
warning. a stationary object and b moving object

The resulted perception for main directions (left, right,
forward and backward) are very promising to be used not
only for supporting navigation in terms of directivity, but also
can further improve the safety by giving detailed informa-
tion through different representations on electrodes. Several
research groups used tongue electrotactile feedback for dif-
ferent purpose for blind people and unbalanced people.

In existing researches [20,26,27], the systems normally
have their basic forms of square or rectangular. Our proto-
type is destined to consume less energy and to be able to
change voltage level. It is very important as the warning task
requires informing the danger before the user gets very near
the obstacle. The experiment and results on warning repre-
sentation will be described in the next sections. Firstly, we
will test with the direction when on the path, there is no
obstacle. Then the experiment on obstacle warning will be
detailed and discussed.

4.6 Obstacle warning evaluation

The obstacle detection and warning is the major function that
we aim at in our research. Based on the output information,
the warning signals were generated and the tongue electro-
tactile system was again used to test this function. Due to the
above results on the directions of stimulation impulses on the
tongue, we choose the most precise directions: forward, left,
right. In addition, the experiment on part 4.5, the edge of the
tongue is more sensitive than the interior of the tongue. Fig-
ure 23 depicts the representation for stationary and moving
obstacle warning for our system.

In Fig. 23, the arrangement of electrodes was made so
as to bring the good perception to the users. As a conse-
quence, we made use of the more sensitive regions on the
tongue such as the edge of the tongue and the high percent-
age correction regions on the tongue. The stationary obstacle
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Fig. 24 Distinction accuracy for obstacle warning: S stationary object,
M moving object, F on the front, L on the left, R on the right

was warned by utilizing nine electrodes to indicate its posi-
tion, while the moving one was alerted by employing the
edge electrodes and backward direction. Firstly, the sensi-
tivity test was implemented with nine blindfolded subjects
with one voltage level to evaluate their perception capacity
towards the position and the kind of object. Each participant
performed two stages: the training stage and the perceiving
stage.

In training stage, after the V0 value was decided for
each participant, they will be trained for adaptation with-
out moving to associate the electrical stimulations with the
corresponding command. In perceiving stage, subjects were
asked to say the command without knowing in advance. Fig-
ure 24 displays the accuracy of distinction of command for
indicating position and status of objects. Among six stimula-
tions, the sensitivity results for using the edge of the tongue
are higher than using the interior of the tongue. In addition,
using nine electrodes can sometimes cause confusion to users
about two opposite directions because their stimulating sig-
nals use the same electrodes. If the two chains of impulses
were struck too close in time, such as two SF impulses, user
easily confuses SF for MF. This is also what the test subjects
mentioned after the experiment. The same situation happens
with the case of SL and SR. That is why the accuracies for
SF, SL, SR and MF are below 90%.

In order to encode the warning signal to tactile represen-
tation, electrical stimulating intensity was varied according
to the distance to the obstacles. Nine subjects were asked
to take part in the obstacle avoidance experiment based on
a pseudo-warning signals corresponding to moving and sta-
tionary obstacles at different positions while completing a
trajectory in a building corridor. Some stationary obstacles
such as fire extinguishers, flower pots and dustbins were
placed arbitrarily along the way. Each participant must be
trained for adaptation with the electrode array during 30 min
before conducting the experiment. When the subject got
nearer to the obstacle, the intensity of the results are shown
in Fig. 25.

Fig. 25 Obstacle warning result based on the position

Actually due to the hearing sense and the environment
perception of the test subjects, the results here could not
be totally accounted for the tongue electrotactile system.
However, nearly all the subjects obtained higher than 50%
accuracy when they travel in reality. For the case of front
obstacle, the capacity of avoidance is really high because the
representation on the electrode matrix for the front objects
lies in only one region of the tongue, while left and right
object can reach from 45% to around 62% of avoidance
capacity. Not all subjects travelled at normal or low speed to
have better perception and they were often curious about the
tongue system and did not follow strictly the training stage.
That is also why the results were not totally as expected
to have higher rate of recognition. However, the accuracy
rate can be promisingly improved if more subjects should
be required to participate and asked to follow carefully the
training stage.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a system which is an integration
betweenmobile Kinect with electrodematrix to help visually
impaired people from obstacle while moving. Our system is
designed to act as a mobility aid and perform the obstacle
detection and warning task. Keeping in mind that users are
visually impaired people, the information representation is
simple, portable, hands and ears-free by using human tongue
as the interface. The results indicate that under certain con-
straints, the imaging technique has so far been able to provide
guidance cues, detect both stationary and moving obstacle,
calculate rather precisely the depth information in order to
give warning information at the right time. Although using
tongue as the representation interface requires intensive study
on the perception, the preliminary perception results show
that it is totally possible to express the alert signal in this
form and the electrical stimulation intensity can be adjusted
attentively for the users.
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The results of our experiment demonstrated that subjects
were able to correctly interpret the directional signal provided
by thewirelessTDU. Interestingly, our results further showed
that the tongue behavior is very flexible. Different regions on
the tongue adapt to different voltages and recognition also
based on the stimulation impulse. Moreover, different users
have different levels of stimulation intensity. The outer and
front part of the tongue have good perception and low volt-
age level, while the inner and rear part needs higher voltage
activation. It is proved that people can be trained to adapt
to a new sense to recover lost information due to impaired
sensory modality.

Indeed, not all users can totally get used to this kind of
device and the mobility still depends mainly on their natural
feeling and instinct. Some visually impaired are not totally
blind and they can follow the instruction by light cue. How-
ever, our results show that subjects can move independently
with the instruction from the TDU but with care. This obser-
vation could be relevant for conducting future studies.
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